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This "How To" document describes using the iptables program to define firewall rules for our
Ubuntu server. We will also explore using the iptables-persistent package for Ubuntu. Also, we will
demonstrate running our VM "headless" and accessing Ubuntu for our configuration work using
SSH instead of the native console.
First we will restart our Ubuntu server VM using the "headless start" VirtualBox feature and
connect to Ubuntu over SSH using PuTTY. The "Headless Start" option will start our VM without a
GUI.

During startup, we can see what the VM would display in the "Preview" pane.

Once the VM is started, the VirtualBox OS Manager window can be closed. But our Ubuntu VM is
still running.

Now, connect using PuTTY to Ubuntu using SSH-2 and public-key authentication.

Since we have some work to do in this session, we can change our SSH console settings to make
our screen dimensions a little bigger and maybe change the color options. Here, I am setting
columns to 136, rows to 56 and scrollback lines to 2000.

On the "Colours" dialog, we set the "Default Background" to RGB values 255, 255, 255 and the
"Default Foreground" values to 0, 0, 0.

Working with iptables requires supervisor privileges. So, we will "su" to the osboxes logon. To
display the current iptables configuration, use the command "iptables -L". As you can see, by
default, Ubuntu sets the three default iptables "chains" to a wide-open ACCEPT policy. Nothing is
restricted.

Before we define firewall rules with iptables, we want to make sure we can persist the changes.
There are several methods to do this. Analyzing all of them is beyond the scope of this "How To".
The method we will use here is to leverage the iptables-persistent package. Use apt to install this.

Once installed, iptables-persistent will save IPv4 and IPv6 rules in separate files in the /etc/iptables
folder. During installation of this package, you will be prompted whether to save the current IPv4
rules into the /etc/iptables/rules.v4 file. We answer "<Yes>" to this question.

With iptables-persistent installed, the current firewall rules can still be displayed using the
command "iptables -L". In addition, displaying the file /etc/iptables/rules.v4 will display the last
saved configuration, which will take effect when the system is restarted.

The format of the /etc/iptables/rules.v4 file is different than the ouput of the "iptables -L"
command. But, provided that the active firewall state matches the rules.v4 file, both outputs
indicate the same state. Just remember that updating rules.v4 doesn't make new rules active. We
will see below how to activate new rules with "iptables-save" and update the rules.v4 file in a
single command.
Now, we're going to create a local rules.v4 file to issue a series of iptables commands to define our
firewall rules. This file will be only a working copy. We are going to create this file as the "root"
user. On this installation of Ubuntu, the osboxes user was not able write to /etc/iptables.
Change the root user password. Use appropriate password policies. Then switch to the root user.

Now we can edit the local rules.v4 file
The first commands we will include will set the INPUT policy to ACCEPT and clear, or "flush", the
current set of rules. We want to set the INPUT policy to ACCEPT at first so that, in case we make an
error in our configuration, we can still connect to our server to make edits. Once we are satisfied
that our rules are working, we will set the INPUT policy to DROP so that any incoming connection
not covered by our rules is not allowed.

We update the permissions on our rules.v4 file so that the osboxes user can read, write and
execute it. Other "users" group members can read it.

Now when we run the rules.v4 as a script, we will define firewall rules, save them and list them.
Note that the iptables-save command will output rules for each table. The "iptables -L" command
lists one consolidated output.

Next we will add rules to protect against common attacks. We will stop SYN-flood attacks, packet
fragments, Christmas-tree packets, null packets and we will prevent ICMP echo requests generated
by the "ping" command.

Next, we want to explicitly allow incoming SSH connections on our non-standard port 8642, but
only from addresses on our host interface. We have already allowed established and related
packets, so incoming and outgoing data flow on SSH connections will be allowed. We will also
allow NTP (network time protocol) packets on port 123 using the UDP protocol. After allowing this
traffic, we will change the INPUT and FORWARD chain policies to DROP, but leave the OUTPUT
chain policy as ACCEPT.
Here is our completed rules.v4 file:

Here is the output of the iptables-save command.

Here is the output of the "iptables -L" command.

Now, with our rules saved locally and made active using the iptables-save command. We can
overwrite the copy of rules.v4 in /etc/iptables. Use this command for this purpose:
iptables-save >> /etc/iptables/rules.v4
Now we can restart Ubuntu and verify that our firewall rules are in place on startup.
Issue the "reboot" command from our root user prompt. This will close our SSH connection
immediately and restart the Ubuntu VM in headless mode.
Open a new SSH session using PuTTY. Logon as our SSH user. use the "su" command to logon as
osboxes and issue the "sudo iptables -L" command to display active firewall rules.

That concludes this "How To". We have installed the iptables-persistent package and defined our
initial firewall configuration.

